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About this project

It mixes chemistry and electronics

The goal is not just to learn “which button to press”

The presentation attempts to give you a starting 
point and some personal thoughts



Where do we start?

What is NMR spectroscopy?

After all what is spectroscopy?

Electron spin spectroscopy

Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy



First a little bit of history

1952 physics Nobel-prices: Felix Bloch and Edward 

Mills Purcell for stating it's basis

1991 chemistry Nobel-price: Richard Ernst for his 

groundbreaking work



The Spectrum

NMR takes advantage of the magnetic 

properties of the nucleus to sense the proximity of 

electronegative atoms, double bonds, and other 

magnetic nuclei nearby in the molecular structure.



In theory

But what does this mean?



The idea

Industry uses: 11.7 T  ~  500 MHz

 21.1 T  ~  900 MHz

so generally 42 Hz/uT

But what about Earth's magnetic field?!

It is ~50 uT so that's leaves us with 2 kHz

which is in the hearable range



Now we know the basic 
principals, so let's make it!

But not so fast, first we need a plan



Structure

● Oscillator

● DDS

● Impulse formatter

● Stabilizer coil

● Transmitter coil

● Receiver Coil

● Low noise preamplifier

● A/D

● Software interface

That's sounds like a job for an FPGA, namely:



In medias res

Take a test-tube and wind some wire around it

This will be the receiver coil



Than make some more coils for experimenting

This can be a higher frequency transmitter with these magnets
The receiving frequency will be at a few MHz  



And some more



...you guessed it, some more



now some supporting material



The stabilizing coils



...start to get in shape



Recycling in the name of preamp making





Next some experimenting with heat sensoring



Some more bis and parts



Now the “final” product



Software interfacing
In a few words

System integration is the key!

DDS

A/D

DFT, FFT

2D and 3D visualation (Jmol) 

Upgradeable linux system 



Usage

In classes for young chemical engineer students

Portable, thus in field

System flow control, because it's not invasive

In complex anlyzation of organic molecules  



Happy hacking

Novák Emil
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